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Abstract: This research paper focuses on providing an algorithm by which (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles) UAVs can be used to provide optimal routes for agricultural applications such as, fertilizers
and pesticide spray, in crop fields. To utilize a minimum amount of inputs and complete the task
without a revisit, one needs to employ optimized routes and optimal points of delivering the inputs
required in precision agriculture (PA). First, stressed regions are identified using VegNet (Vegetative
Network) software. Then, methods are applied for obtaining optimal routes and points for the
spraying of inputs with an autonomous UAV for PA. This paper reports a unique and innovative
technique to calculate the optimum location of spray points required for a particular stressed region.
In this technique, the stressed regions are divided into many circular divisions with its center being a
spray point of the stressed region. These circular divisions would ensure a more effective dispersion
of the spray. Then an optimal path is found out which connects all the stressed regions and their
spray points. The paper also describes the use of methods and algorithms including travelling
salesman problem (TSP)-based route planning and a Voronoi diagram which allows applying precision
agriculture techniques.

Keywords: precision agriculture; travelling salesman problem; UAV-based precision farming;
Euclidean distance; Voronoi; site-specific fertilizer spray

1. Introduction

One of the main objectives of the United Nations is to have sustainable agriculture which can
enhance agricultural productivity to meet the food supply-demand of the increasing population
without overexploiting and wasting natural resources [1]. The estimated population is likely to reach
nine billion from seven billion by 2050 [2,3]. Significant pressure is expected on agricultural systems to
meet the continuously increasing needs of the population, thus escalating human pressures on the
environment [3–6]. Farming is predominantly done on limited space or regions, which are decreasing
day by day due to several factors, such as conversion to other land use categories, e.g., farmland to
residential, commercial and industrial buildings [7,8]. With the limited land area available, agriculture
will have more pressure for increased crop yield to enhance productivity as well as maintain the
food quality to cope up with the increasing population’s demands. Several parameters, such as soil
moisture, nutrients, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium [9], water holding capacity, pH and
other variables affect crop productivity and thus require continuous monitoring to prevent crop stress.
At present, the identification process of stressed regions and preventive measures are performed
manually, while the identification of stressed regions is assessed using visual image interpretation
using remote sensing and GIS. Moreover, at most of the places, other agricultural applications, such as
spraying of pesticides or fertilizers, are performed manually too. This leads to an increased cost and
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inefficient use of resources, along with wastage of input resources. To maintain quality and enhance
the productivity of crops, precision agriculture (PA) has to be adopted by farmers worldwide [10,11].

In recent decades, there has been an increase in the number of techniques and methods employed
in agriculture to enhance crop yield and productivity. Pesticides have been used against insects and
pests, while fertilizers are used to improve the fertility of the soil by adding major nutrients to enhance
crop productivity [12,13]. Moreover, wastage of these agricultural inputs is more common during
steps and processes which, overall, impact the expenses in agriculture. In recent years, there has been a
gradual shift towards mechanization in agriculture for harvesting, spraying and drip irrigation which
has helped to optimize the amount of water used and reduce the wastage.

In the present era, PA is a new concept that has been introduced in agricultural practices to
improve agricultural crop yields and help in decision making using advanced geospatial tools and
techniques for analysis [14,15]. This is used worldwide nowadays to reduce labor costs, minimize the
time duration and assist in the proper management of fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation activities
throughout the field in less time [16]. PA also helps in understanding the soil condition and its
parameters over time and aims at addressing this soil spatial variability, but for these tasks, spectral
images of the land are required [17]. Therefore, a new concept of PA has been introduced to tackle
these problems, such as minimizing wastage of agricultural resources inputs and reducing labor time
to increase the productivity of the crops [18]. PA is the science of improving crop yields with assisted
management using high technology sensors and analysis tools. Advanced multispectral imaging
equipment offers innovations in the practical application of PA techniques. This is useful for the
valuation of crop stresses, quality of soils and the vegetative cover, as well as for yield estimation [19,20].
The technique also adopts a concept to minimize the wastages and effective management of fertilizers
and pesticides for increased crop yields [18]. The everyday practices of agriculture can be observed
by UAVs for soil monitoring, early weed detection, disease and pest control, nutrient assessment
and fertilizer applications at different spatial scales [21–23]. These innovative technologies have been
implemented and are in demand for new opportunities in PA by farmers to provide stressed maps,
pest infestation maps, soil condition, disease control and yield maps [22–25].

The above concepts, when implemented in agricultural practices, undoubtedly result in increased
agricultural productivity by protecting crops against pests, insects, disease and any stress. Concepts
and methods to provide fertilizers at a particular stressed region effectively at appropriate times are
also promoted. To realize this, spectral images and thermal images are obtained from the UAVs,
which have a high spatial resolution compared to satellite images and are less susceptible to weather
conditions [26–28]. These are useful for regional mapping and analysis where limited areas are being
considered and are in focus.

Spectral and reflectance images from UAVs are incorporated for analysis and assessment in
agricultural research and agricultural tasks, as well as decision making [29,30]. In 2008, Nebikera
conceptualized the use of the spectral camera on drones for aerial imaging and analysis [31]. Research has
demonstrated the usage of these spectral images to assess stressed regions as well as stressed crops
based on different soil parameters, water content and plant chlorophyll contents [32]. This was recently
demonstrated in our previous study [33] by the development of VegNet (Vegetative Network) software
to assess crop stress in a large field by extracting different vegetative indices, such as NDVI (normalized
difference vegetation index) [34], NDRE (normalized red difference index) [35], EVI (enhanced vegetation
index) [36]. We also incorporated other reflectance indices, such as NDVI, TCARI/OSAVI (transformed
chlorophyll absorption in reflectance index/optimized soil adjusted vegetation index), etc. These indices
were derived from spectral images and demonstrated that they have a positive correlation to stress
indicators (water or nutrients). Both TCARI/OSAVI are very sensitive to chlorophyll content variations
which are useful to assess the stress condition of vegetation [37]. The spectral images were employed for
the detection of stressed regions in the agricultural fields using the VegNet software application (please
refer to [33]). VegNet is an application that was developed with the aim of providing the necessary
tools to detect stressed crop locations using spectral images obtained from UAVs, and providing the
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stressed crops’ condition and location and the area covered by those stressed crops. It has been shown
that VegNet has the flexibility to use any combination of reflectance indices, or even thermal indices,
for detection of stressed regions.

In the past, UAVs have been used for monitoring agricultural fields with spectral images and then
calculating the above-mentioned indices which indicate deficiencies in the field. Even the usage of
UAVs in non-agricultural activities, such as monitoring natural resources, such as land, water and
rivers [38–40], as well as in disaster management [41], has rapidly increased in the past few years.
In 2015, Gao [26] demonstrated the use of UAVs for water stress assessment using thermal indices and
canopy conductance measurements. Hence, both thermal imagery and spectral imagery obtained from
UAVs providing reflectance indices and thermal indices have shown great potential to determine field
stress heterogeneity. In 2019, authors developed an application based on a combination of reflectance
indices to detect stressed regions in agricultural fields [33].

The soil parameters and use of spectral indicators for water content extraction, plant chlorophyll
content and so on have been demonstrated in past research. This was done by extracting different
vegetative indices, such as NDVI, NDRE and EVI. While these findings are very helpful in gaining new
insights about a farm, these sophisticated vegetative indicators make little sense for a nonprofessional.
Even if farmers get to know about the deficiency of nutrients in their crops and the locations of stressed
regions, they will still be taking corrective steps manually, which is inefficient and time-consuming,
hence optimized use of machinery is suggested. UAVs are also increasingly being used in PA activities,
such as administering inputs, apart from monitoring. Thus, UAVs have been employed in supporting
PA mapping to effectively manage and provide optimized inputs to agricultural fields, such as water,
fertilizers and pesticides, to increase the quality and yield of crops [42,43]. There is still a lot of progress
to be made in the way in which corrective measures are applied, such as spraying water, pesticides or
fertilizers. Therefore, a system has to be brought to the forefront that addresses the technological gaps
and applies the benefits of PA for increasing farm productivity.

Software and information technology (IT) solutions have been developed by researchers on
a variety of aspects of precision farming [44–47]. Most of them have focused on PA by using it
primarily for monitoring and analysis purposes and not focused on IT-based mechanization and
automation [48]. One of the research papers has tried focusing on providing integrated UAV-based PA
using an aerial farm robot that takes care of all agriculture-related activities, such as cropping, planting
and fertilizing [49]. It used UAVs that were attached with detachable instruments for this purpose.
In this system, they applied fertilizer to all parts of the field equally without any regard for spatial
nutrient differences in the land. However, what was needed was for the fertilizer to be applied only
on stressed regions and not to all the parts of the field, so there must be a feedback mechanism for
nutrient deficient regions and application of fertilizer [48]. Analysis using spectral indices will help in
identifying stressed regions and will help in site-specific input applications.

Recent studies have focused on studying the effects of several UAV design parameters on spraying
outcomes. Qin et al. illustrated and discussed the influence of spraying parameters, such as the
operation height and operation velocity of the UAV, on droplet deposition [50]. Studies also revealed
spray factors, such as the speed and distance of UAVs for droplet size, distribution and distribution
uniformity [51]. It studied factors, such as the speed and distance of UAVs for droplet size, distribution
and distribution uniformity. Most of these papers have focused on the spraying while in motion.
In contrast, the present paper suggests spraying fertilizers while the UAV is flying over the spray
position. This method of spraying would reduce some of the factors associated with UAVs.

All the past research works have been done on spraying fertilizers and pesticides from UAVs on
farms and stressed regions of particular shapes and sizes. This paper will open up the possibilities
of working in farms and stressed regions of irregular shapes and sizes which were not addressed
earlier. There are a few algorithms that can work on farms of all shapes and sizes, and our algorithm
is one among them. One of the early research papers used multiple drones on a full field where the
drones were spraying parallel to one another in various rows of the farm [52]. However, the method
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proposed was not site-specific and no algorithm was proposed for traversing the field. It required
the crops to be planted in rows which are to be fed into the system for spraying. In 2013, a unique
approach was given where centroidal Voronoi tessellation was used to spread swarm UAVs to cover an
infected region. It claimed that the most effective solution, then, is to attack around the infection and
contain the situation before fully eradicating the infection. Voronoi divided the region into many parts
and drones started spraying from each Voronoi centroid [53]. It could attend to any stressed region,
ensure to limit the amount of spraying over healthy plants and avoid overlapping of pesticide spraying.
Nevertheless, this method required many UAVs for attending to a single stressed region, making it
very resource-intensive. In 2017, another article looked at using UAVs to find stressed regions and
then spraying on the stressed patches using a tractor with many spraying nozzles that could be turned
on and off depending upon the patches [54]. However, the authors failed to provide an algorithm
for spraying on the stressed regions. In 2019, another study looked into site-specific management
during the vineyard spraying process. Here, the authors also used UAVs to find stressed regions.
They divided the stressed regions into three different zones indicating different levels of canopy vigor.
The application map was divided into small and irregular rectangles. The width of the rectangle was
decided such that it corresponded to the working width of the sprayer [55]. However, the problem
with this approach is that this division of stressed regions is done in the form of a rectangular shape,
which is not the most appropriate approach since the spraying happens over a circular area. Hence,
rectangular divisions should be replaced with circular divisions to ensure more effective dispersion.
This paper combines all the deficiencies present in earlier research to come out with an algorithm
for proper spraying of inputs by drones. It provides continuous feedback to the system to allow
for spraying of fertilizers on all shapes of stressed regions. Finally, it brings out an optimized route
covering all the stressed regions and spray points.

Nevertheless, so far, these UAVs may not have been following optimum paths and routes to deliver
inputs in large agricultural fields, wasting time by visiting the same place repeatedly [42,43]. In the
past, researchers have addressed this problem by initiating research on route planning for vehicles
delivering resources [56] and also for energy saving schemes in machinery utilized in agricultural
systems [57]. Cabreira et al. (2019) and Galceran et al. (2013) reviewed the important path planning
algorithms used in UAVs [58,59]. Most of the algorithms, such as back-and-forth coverage path
planning algorithms, were suitable for continuous spraying in a region. These algorithms used turning
maneuvers which increased the time and energy spent at corners, thus giving irregular spraying at the
corners of the regions [59]. Other algorithms used were grid-based algorithms, such as the Wavefront
algorithm, which utilized regions made of grids for making paths [59]. But grid-based or rectangular
divisions-based algorithms are not efficient for spraying as explained in the previous paragraphs.
Therefore, to avoid wastage of resources, such as fertilizers or pesticides, by spraying the same places,
the paths of UAV movement need to be controlled. Therefore, an optimal path and route should be
devised which will allow UAVs to visit the identified region and spray points only once in their trip,
thus reducing time and resources [60,61].

This paper removes all the problems associated with the previous research to come out with
an algorithm for proper spraying of inputs by drones. The present study attempts to implement an
optimal path and route to ensure the effective spraying of fertilizers and pesticides at the identified
stressed regions using the optimal path and route quickly, for effective PA. The UAVs will be carrying
the fertilizer spray or pesticide spray as per user needs or requirements with shortest optimum
trip length covering all points with only a single visit by the UAVs. This article also demonstrates
some practical experiences of a travelling salesman problem (TSP), Euclidean distance metrics and a
Voronoi diagram, which have been applied to provide optimal paths, routes and points for spraying,
using UAVs to deliver effective inputs to agricultural activities to increase crop yields and save time as
well as resources from being wasted.

In the present work, Section 2 describes the study area briefly, while Section 3 deals with the
materials and methodology adopted in the present study. The various shortcomings of previous
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research as well as many novel methods have been suggested which are significant improvements over
past research. In Section 3, the paper discusses, in detail, the proposed algorithm used in this paper.
In Section 4, the results are discussed, which were obtained with the proposed algorithm. In Section 5,
we brief about the challenges faced with the proposed method, and in Section 6, we discuss future
improvements that could be possible. At the end, the paper is concluded by recommending some ideas
for achieving higher crop productivity.

2. Study Area

The study area chosen for the present study was an agrarian region located around Devagiri
village in Haveri Tehsil, Haveri district, located in the state of Karnataka, India. The district has
an area of 4851.56 square km and it lies between the latitudinal coordinates of 14.19–15.09◦ N and
longitudinal coordinates of 75.01–75.50◦ E [33]. Agricultural activities dominate in part of the study
area. Maize, paddy, sorghum, and chili are the major crops cultivated in this region. The total land
under irrigation in the selected region in Haveri Tehsil is 86.2 km2, including all varieties of horticulture,
vegetable, spice and plantation crops. Spectral images were acquired using UAVs covering the test
site (with 490 sq. m), spanning across a length of 3 km in multiple drone flights. These images were
acquired in the month of October in the year 2018.

3. Materials and Methods

This section provides the specifications of the UAVs and methodology adopted in the present study.
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic diagram with the overall methodology adopted in the present study.
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3.1. Specifications of UAV

The specifications of the UAV employed for capturing spectral images are discussed in this section
and a detailed specification is illustrated in Table 1. A quadcopter UAV (as shown in Figure 2) was
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used for this study. It has four brushless direct current (BLDC) motors [62] with carbon fiber propellers
and is powered by 10,000 mAh lithium-ion batteries. BLDC motors have the ability to deliver precise
control, therefore making them suitable for flying drones. The autonomous flight path of the UAV was
designed using mission planner software, and the flight parameters, points and paths were configured
in such a way to ensure proper capturing of spectral images for the whole field [63]. Therefore,
the necessary instructions were fed into the system to configure the autopilot system. The UAV consists
of a Pixhawk PX4 flight controller (FC) having components attached, such as a power system, a global
positioning system (GPS), an external compass, a radio control system, etc. The flight controller’s
function is to generate a control signal for each motor in response to a user’s control input [64,65].
It uses sensors to determine vehicle state, which is needed for stabilization, and to enable autonomous
control. The vehicle state includes its position, altitude, direction, speed, airspeed, rates of rotation in
different directions and battery level of the UAV. The UAV was controlled using a radio communication
(RC) controller [66]. This RC controller transmitted control signals to the receiver on the UAV. A GPS
sensor was integrated into this flight controller so that the UAV could know the exact locations [67].
A light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor was integrated into the UAV so that it could estimate the
height of flight [68].

Table 1. Specifications of the UAV employed in the present study.

Details/Parts of Drone Items Specifications

Drone frame Frame Carbon fiber
Type Quadcopter

Drone motor Type Brushless direct current motor (BLDC)
Typical endurance 40 to 60 min

Weight 85 g
Speed 330 KV

Digital spectral camera Camera make MicaSense Red Edge™ 3 Multispectral Camera
Spectral bands Blue, green, red, red edge, near-IR

Megapixel 3.6 MP
Capture rate 1 capture per second

Storage SD card

Battery Technology Lithium-ion batteries
Max battery capacity 10,000 mAh

RC controller Make FS-i6S transmitter
No. of channels 10
Frequency range 2.4055–2.475 GHz

Modulation system GFSK
2.4G mode AFHDS 2A

Light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) Make TF02-Pro 40m IP65 LiDAR

Operating range 0.1–40 m
Weight 50 g

Frequency 1–1000 Hz

GPS Oscillator Crystal
Technology GPS, GLONASS

Memory ROM
Navigation update rate up to 10 Hz

PX4 controller Main chip STM32F427
CPU 180 MHz ARM® Cortex® M4
RAM 256 KB SRAM

Connectivity 1× I2C, 1× CAN, 1× ADC, 4× UART
Sensors Gyroscope, accelerometer, 3-axis gyroscope, barometer
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A multispectral camera was mounted on the UAV for extraction of multi-spectral band imagery
of the agricultural fields. The images were captured in sunny and cloud-free conditions at a height of
121 m from the ground level for a flight duration ranging from 27 to 30 min. An overlap triggering mode
was used for capturing the images and the overlap percentage was set at 70% between images taken at
a speed of 15 m/s and giving a resolution of 8 cm per pixel [69]. The camera had a downwelling light
sensor (DLS) which measured the ambient light during flight and exposure settings were automatically
optimized for each capture to prevent blurring or over-exposure [70].

3.2. Algorithm

This paper presents an algorithm which has been designed for automated spraying on stressed
regions with fertilizers, and pesticides. The steps followed in the methodology are presented briefly
here and discussed in the later section.

o Spectral images were acquired from UAVs used to assess the stressed region in the agricultural field.
o VegNet Software was developed to locate stressed areas in the agricultural field using spectral indices

(refer to [33]). These stressed regions may have been affected by water stress, nutrient deficiency,
disease or pest damage, and could be assessed using a combination of spectral indices discussed in
our previous article [33].

o Individual stress regions were separated from each other using the flood filling method, and their
centroid was calculated.

o Each stressed region’s boundary was delineated using mathematical morphological operations
and was then transformed into a convex region using the Graham scan convex hull algorithm.

o Using the Voronoi diagram and Voronoi iteration process, the optimal spray points were calculated
for each stressed region.

o Thereafter, the shortest path from the starting point traversing through each stressed region and
its spray points was found using a TSP-based route planning solution.

The next step of the process involved the identification of stressed and unhealthy regions from
the spectral images. As discussed in the previous sections, we used the VegNet software to identify
the stressed regions [33]. These stressed regions indicated some sort of deficiencies which could be
reduced with the help of appropriate fertilizers. The proposed method of spraying with UAVs took
into consideration that an equal quantity of spray would be administered irrespective of the degree of
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deficiency. To decide the equipment to be used for spraying, parameters such as the radius and area to
be covered in single spray and the type and quantity of fertilizer to be sprayed were considered.

When the thresholds were identified and applied to the spectral image, the stressed areas were
obtained using VegNet software application. These stressed regions were small regions in the farm
separated from each other by some distance. These were then extracted to get the individual stressed
regions. The flood filling method is one of two popular methods for extraction of individual regions in
a binary image. In this method, a region is filled in all directions starting from a single point within the
region. This method searches for an unlabeled foreground pixel, labels it and marks it “visited” to all
the neighboring pixels in the region [71,72].

In this method, the 8-connected component was used as a metric for the identification of connected
image regions. Hence, by employing the flood filling algorithm, each stressed region could be obtained.
Therefore, later on, the centroid of each stressed region could be obtained from these stressed regions.

The next procedure involved finding the shortest path from the starting point and traversing
through each stressed region’s centroid. Therefore, this method found the shortest path through each
stressed region and then, for each stressed region, the shortest path for traversing each spray region
was determined. The problem of finding the shortest path through each of these points is called the
TSP. The travelling salesman is a classical problem in computer science and operations research. It can
be described as a graph with N nodes. All the nodes are connected to each other with an edge that has
a corresponding weight and cost attached to it. The cost describes how “difficult” it is to traverse this
edge on the graph. The objective of the salesman is to visit all the N cities (nodes) by visiting each node
only once, finishing where he started and keeping the traversal costs as low as possible. Since there
are N factorial combinations for N nodes, it is impossible to go through all the possible combinations
if N is large; therefore, some scientific methods have been formed for solving the problem. Some of
the popular ones are the Branch and Bound algorithm [73] and local search algorithms, such as the
2-opt algorithm [74]. In 1975, Chisman used a variation of the travelling salesman problem called
the clustered travelling salesman problem [75]. Here, a group of nodes (clusters) must be visited
contiguously in an optimal order. There exist several sets of clusters within the problem. This method
was developed for optimizing, simultaneously, the ordering of nodes within each cluster and the
ordering of clusters. Therefore, in our problem, the stressed regions act as clusters while the spray
points inside them are the nodes of each cluster.

In order to find the spray points for each stressed region, their boundary was calculated. This was
performed with the help of mathematical morphological operations. The boundaries of the stressed
regions inside spectral image A can be calculated as A—(A Θ B) where B is a 3 × 3 square structuring
element. Here (A Θ B) denotes erosion of A by B where erosion is another mathematical morphological
operation [76,77]. Figure 4 shows the boundary of the stressed region identified in the study site.

The boundary points obtained from each stressed region were used to find a convex hull for the
points. A convex hull is the smallest convex set that contains a set of points enclosed within it. Figure 7
shows the boundary as well as the corresponding convex hull of the stressed region. A convex hull is a
primary requirement for implementing the algorithm proposed in this paper. The aim of the convex
hull is to make the structure of the stressed region into the shape of a polygon that resembles the
original shape while containing all the stressed regions inside of it. The convex polygon shape would
help in the storage, manipulation and analysis of these stressed regions as opposed to earlier work with
images. There are many algorithms called convex hull algorithms that are used to achieve the convex
hull. Some of the popular ones are the Graham scan algorithm proposed by [78] and the gift-wrapping
algorithm developed by Jarvis [79]. The algorithm given below is the Graham scan algorithm.

3.3. Graham Scan Algorithm

In Algorithm 1, ccw (counterclockwise) is a function which denotes the counterclockwise rotation.
ccw > 0 if three points make a counterclockwise turn clockwise if ccw < 0, and collinear if ccw = 0.
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The method utilizes the unique approach of covering each region with circles, with the idea
borrowed from the covering of convex regions by base stations towers used in telecommunications [80].
This idea was introduced in the context of mobile communication for efficient base station placement
problems in a convex region such that each point in the convex region is covered by at least one base
station of equal radius. The present research is based on the above idea, with the convex region
being the stressed region and the base station being the location where the fertilizer has to be applied,
optimizing the base station location for the k points [80].

Algorithm 1. Function GrahamScanAlgorithm(points)

points = list of points
stack = EmptyStack()

P0 = lowest y-coordinate and leftmost point
sort points by polar angle with P0, if several points have the same polar angle then only keep the farthest
for point in points:
while count stack > 1 and ccw(next_to_top(stack), top(stack), point) < 0:
stack.pop()
stack.push(point)
return stack
End

Since finding the number of points for spreading is also a task, this method was applied iteratively
and the points were increased one by one till almost all of the convex region was covered and the
maximum circumscribing radius was obtained, approximately equal to the radius chosen for the spray.
The algorithm initially started with a rough estimate of the number of points needed to cover the
convex region, i.e., equal to the total area of the convex region divided by the area of the spray. Then,
the number of points was increased iteratively and optimized until most of the stressed area was
covered by spray, i.e., 97% of stressed region in our case, and the maximum radius of the enclosed circle
was less than or equal to the radius of the spray. We chose 97% in our case because we wanted to find a
balance between the minimum number of circles required to cover a region and to cover the maximum
amount of area. The number of points, as well as their location, was the answer which was finally
obtained. Table 2 shows the number of spray points and area of the stressed region not covered by spray
in the selected region after completion of optimization processes. This table shows that eight points
were selected, covering more than 97% of the stressed region and had a maximum circumscribing
radius equal to the spray radius. Thus, eight points and their optimized locations became the answer
for that particular stressed region. These points were further used for route planning, See Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Function find_optimum_points(convex_region, spray_radius)

Number of points (N) = floor(area of convex region/pi* spray_radius * spray_radius)
while True:
Points (P) = Find N random points inside the convex region
Points (P), max_radius = optimum_location_algorithm(convex_region, points, spray_radius)
If ((area_covered_by_points(convex_region, spray_radius) > 97%) and (max_radius =< spray_radius))
return Points (P)
Else:
Number of points (N) = (N) + 1
End
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Table 2. Number of spray points in the selected region and area of stressed region not covered by spray
after completing the optimization process.

Number of Spray Points Percentage of Area of Stressed Region
Not Covered by Spray Region

Radius of Maximum
Circumcircle of a Voronoi

Region at the Last Iteration

5 24.24% 0.48712 m
6 9.14% 0.51512 m
7 5.92% 0.45808 m
8 0.28% 0.40368 m

3.4. Voronoi Diagram

The fundamental data structure used in this method is the Voronoi diagram [81] of the point set P,
(P is the list of points in the convex region), denoted by VOR(p) for formulating the update mechanism
of the members in P to achieve optimum placement. VOR(p) divides the convex region Π into n
disjoint convex polygon region such that:

(i) each region contains a member of P;
(ii) the region containing point Pi P is denoted by vor(pi);
(iii) for any arbitrary point q inside a Voronoi region, i.e., q vor(qi), (pi, q) δ(pj, q) <= for all pj ε P.

Here, δ(p,q) denotes the Euclidean distance of the pair of points.

In this paper, we consider vor(qi) as a closed convex region for each point. So, if a part of the
region is outside the convex region then vor(qi)∩Π is used as vor(qi).

The way to optimize the points in the region is to find the positions of all the points P inside the
region such that the maximum range required is as quickly as possible. The algorithm is iterative,
so it perturbed the points P until it finally attained a local minimum. This algorithm is also called the
Voronoi iteration algorithm or Lloyd’s algorithm [82]. At each iteration, a circumscribing circle (Ci) for
each vor(pi) was calculated using the algorithm [83]. Ri became the radius of the circumscribing circle
(Ci). In order to cover a convex polygon by a spray with a minimal range, the spray should be placed
at the center of the circumscribed polygon of the convex region and assigned a range of spray equal to
the radius of the circle. As such, the maximum radius was calculated for all the circumscribing circles,
which was equal to ρ. This maximum radius was minimized until the circle radius matched the spray
radius and the number of iterations did not exceed the limit, i.e., cross the particular value of 40 in our
case. We choose 40 in this case because most of the optimizations take place in the first few iterations;
after that it converges to another value. The last iterations would lead to a very small decrease in the
maximum radius, which is the value that we were optimizing (see Table 3). Therefore, 40 iterations
ensured that only major iterations took place in the algorithm and reduced the time for running further
optimization processes.

Table 3. Radius of the maximum circumscribing circle for all the iterative optimization steps when
N = 8 points were selected for covering a stressed region.

Optimization
Steps

Radius
(in Meters)

Optimization
Steps

Radius
(in Meters)

Optimization
Steps

Radius
(in Meters)

Optimization
Steps

Radius
(in Meters)

1 0.5572 11 0.4521 21 0.4212 31 0.4080

2 0.49 12 0.4470 22 0.4191 32 5.092
0.4073

3 0.4636 13 0.4429 23 0.4172 33 0.4066
4 0.4607 14 0.4394 24 0.4156 34 0.4060
5 0.4628 15 0.4364 25 0.4140 35 0.4056
6 0.4591 16 0.4336 26 0.4128 36 0.4052
7 0.4584 17 0.4309 27 0.4116 37 0.4048
8 0.4576 18 0.4286 28 0.4105 38 0.4044
9 0.4564 19 0.4260 29 0.4096 39 0.4041

10 0.4547 20 0.4234 30 0.4088 40 0.4036
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The number of points was increased iteratively until most of the stressed area was covered with a
spray, i.e., 97% of stressed region in our case, and the maximum radius of the enclosed circle was less
than or approximately equal to the radius of the spray. If these spray point positions covered more
than 97% of the area and had a maximum radius which was less than or equal to the spray radius,
then these points became the spray points of the stressed region.

3.5. Voronoi Iteration Algorithm or Lloyd’s Algorithm

Lloyd’s algorithm starts with an initial placement of some number k of points. It then repeatedly
executes the following relaxation steps:

• The Voronoi diagram of the k sites is computed.
• Each cell of the Voronoi diagram is integrated and the centroid is computed.
• Each site is then moved to the centroid of its Voronoi cell.

This relaxation step terminated when the new set of points met some convergence criteria.
Algorithm 3 was very crucial in obtaining the optimum location of these points so that the spray radius
would become equal to the maximum circumscribing radius of the region.

Algorithm 3. Function optimum_location_algorithm(convex_region, points, spray_radius)

set of points P =
{
p1, p2, . . . . pk

}
inside the convex polygon.

iter_count = 0
ρ (maximum radius) = 0
while iter_count < 40 and ρ > spray_radius
Find the voronoi diagram for the points P
Compute the circumscribing circle Ci f or each vor(pi)
ri be the radius of Ci
Move p i to the center of Ci and assign range ri o to it
ρ = = max{ri , i = 1, 2 . . . }
iter_count += 1
return Points (P), (maximum radius) ρ
End

After finding the locations for the application of fertilizer for a particular stressed region,
the TSP-based algorithm was, again, applied to obtain the shortest path traversing all the points.
When the drone had traversed all the points in the stressed region, it then moved on to the next stressed
region. Figure 9 shows the stressed region along with spray points and spray regions in the stressed
region. Figure 11 shows the optimized path through all the stress points in the region.

Most drones today are configured with mission planner software which can be used to create
automated missions. This is done by programming the micro-controller manually or programmatically
to automated paths using the input of latitude, longitude, altitude and time delays. This automated
mission ensures that these drones would not have to be controlled manually thus removing any risk of
a crash or manual error. Ardu Pilot’s Mission Planner software has the ability to create automated
paths using Python scripts [84].

4. Results and Discussion

This section discusses the outcomes derived from the paper, i.e., finding the optimal points for
spraying stressed regions and the optimal path to follow while covering all possible points in the field
without re-visiting single points. For assessing the stress regions, a combination of spectral indices
or thermal indices were obtained as per user needs and requirements, or the user could employ any
techniques or methods to assess the stressed regions. Results will demonstrate the advantages of using
TSP-based algorithms using UAVs within agricultural plots to reduce associated costs with labor and
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fertilizer spraying, thereby realizing the goal of this study for optimal route to visit each stressed point
only once, and cover the entire agricultural area in a minimum time interval.

As discussed in previous sections, VegNet software helped in providing the stressed location and
regions of stress in the farm holdings (please refer to [33]). Figure 3 illustrates the stressed regions
identified in the agricultural regions, highlighted with yellow color, and the blue color represents
the non-stressed regions. Figure 3a represents whole agricultural fields while Figure 3b illustrates a
very small part of the agricultural holdings. We thus had this small piece of agriculture field to which
we applied the algorithm present in this paper. Figure 4 shows the optimum route to be taken to
reach each stressed region, which was obtained after applying an algorithm for solving this problem
of clustered TSP. Figure 4 demonstrates the application of the (Travelling salesman) TS algorithm on
the stressed regions in the agricultural field in order to find the optimum path to each stressed region.
Each stressed region is illustrated with a different color and the blue line shows the optimal path to the
centroid of each stressed region.
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Using flood filling algorithms, we selected stressed regions from the cluster of stressed regions,
as shown in Figure 5. Thereafter, the boundary of each stressed region was delineated from the selected
region. The delineated boundaries of the stressed regions can be seen in Figure 6. Thereafter comes the
role and importance of the convex hull, which uses the delineated boundaries of the stressed regions in
order to get a polygon that resembles their original shapes. The convex shape helps in the storage,
manipulation and analysis of stressed regions which is a primary requirement for implementing the
proposed algorithm. A typical convex hull applied on the delineated boundary of the stressed region
can be seen in Figure 7.

The algorithm then estimated the minimum number of circles required for covering the stressed
region using the stressed region’s area and the area of spray region. Let this number be N. Then,
N random points were found in the stressed region. For these random points, a Voronoi diagram was
made and the corresponding circumscribing circles (for each region of the Voronoi diagram) were
obtained. Then began the iterative optimization process where the locations of the points kept on
updating so that a minimum number of sprays was required to cover a stressed region. The number of
points was increased iteratively until most of the stressed area was covered with spray, i.e., 97% of the
stressed region, and the maximum radius of the enclosed circle was less than or approximately equal
to the radius of the spray. If these spray points positions covered more than 97% of the area and had a
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maximum radius which was less than or equal to the spray radius, then these points became the spray
points of the stressed region.
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Figure 5. A stressed region selected from the cluster of stressed regions (as shown in Figure 3a,b).

Table 2 shows the number of spray points and area of the stressed region not covered by spray in
the selected region after the optimization process. This table shows that as the number of points was
increased, the percentage of stressed region area not covered by the spray region decreased. When
eight points were selected, more than 97% of the stressed area was covered and had a maximum radius
less than or equal to the spray radius. If the number of points was increased after this, then there
was a very marginal decrease in the percentage of stressed region area not covered by the spray
region. On the other hand, there would be a large requirement of spray liquid which would lead to
overuse of fertilizer and pesticides. Table 3 shows the optimization steps when eight spray points were
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selected. The maximum circumcircle radius kept on decreasing in each step until there was very little
change in the last few steps where the algorithm ended. Figure 8 shows the Voronoi diagram and
the corresponding circumscribing circles after optimization, where different regions of Voronoi are
shown with different colors. Here, the maximum radius of the circumscribing circle was 5.046 units,
i.e., 40.4 cm, which is shown in the last step of optimization in Table 3. The maximum radius of the
circumscribing circle, i.e., 40.4 cm, was almost equal to the spray radius from the UAVs, i.e., 40 cm
(1 unit = 1 pixel = 8 cm).
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This optimization provides optimal points in the stressed regions which uses these points to
provide the optimal path and route to deliver services in the fields at appropriate points with accuracy.
Thus, optimal points are required to ensure the route of the UAVs to reach at each point without
re-visiting the same place in its complete trip. In our study, optimum route was identified using TSP
based algorithm and Voronoi Diagram which has been illustrated in Figure 9. Thus, Figure 9 shows the
coverage of the stressed crops with a fixed amount of radius i.e., radius of the spray from UAVs. In our
case study, the optimal route has been shown in the application of UAVs for spraying the fertilizer at
each point and spray radius of fertilizer by UAVs equal to 0.4 m (as shown in Figure 9). Here, all the
circles will be of the same radius. We have also provided the different stressed regions in Figure 10a
and illustrated how Drone is covering all the three types of stressed regions along with overlap areas.
Table 4 provides the information about the overlap regions for these three stressed regions (based on
the area covered by stressed regions). Therefore, this optimal points and optimal path route will
use the shortest possible route to cover the agricultural fields completely in possibly less time frame.
The advantages of this study is that it will provide the coverage of entire field in a minimum period
with full coverage without re-visiting. Figure 11 indicates the optimal route through all spray points in
the stressed region with a fixed spray radius of 40 cm. Hence, the optimised path is derived through
all the spray points generated using TSP based algorithms.

A few important studies can be highlighted here that briefly demonstrated the spraying of fertilizers
and pesticides on farms of a particular shape and size, which were easy to maneuver, and design
algorithms. In 2013, one article demonstrated the optimization of maneuvering near boundaries and
the loading and unloading of inputs of an agricultural machine [85]. The method suggested works
only for specific field geometries with all parts of the field being sprayed irrespective of whether
an area is stressed or not. Furthermore, previous papers divided the stressed regions into various
small rectangles for spraying, but this shape is not the most appropriate one for spraying since the
spraying happens over a circular area. Therefore, a circular shape was chosen for dividing the stressed
region in this study. In comparison, some authors demonstrated easier methods of maneuvering
with the help of UAVs. Similarly, Cabreira et al. [58] discussed coverage path planning to cover
every region of interest considering the different area shapes [58]. Some others discussed algorithms,
such as back-and-forth coverage path planning algorithms, which are suitable for continuous spraying
in a region. These algorithms used turning maneuvers which increased the time and energy spent
at corners, thus giving irregular spraying at the corners of the regions. One article discussed the
development of a coverage trajectory with a minimal required time for UAVs for better navigation for
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any specific task [60]. Here, the authors used rectangular grids to divide a stressed region and then
used path planning algorithms to find an optimized path. However, it is not the best idea to divide a
stressed region which has a very irregular shape into rectangular grids. This is because the grids might
contain areas which do not require these inputs which leads to unnecessary spraying. These grid-based
spray systems would not be optimal as applying a circular spray motion on a rectangular cell is not
preferred. This may lead to missed spraying or over-spraying in some areas.Drones 2020, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 24 
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Table 4. Statistics for the overlap and area covered for the test site during the optimal route and field
coverage (area for overlap for stressed wise percentage).

Region Percentage of Area Not Covered Percentage of Area with Overlap

Region I 0.04% 25.69%
Region II 2.12% 12.96%
Region III 0% 0%Drones 2020, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 24 
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This paper will help to spray inputs only on the stressed area where it is required and where there
is nutrient deficiency. We also suggest spraying inputs while the UAV is flying still over the spray
position. This method of spraying would reduce some of the spraying factors associated with UAVs.
We have tried to combine all the shortcomings from earlier research to come out with an algorithm for
proper spraying of pesticides by drones which provides continuous feedback to the system for allowing
spraying of fertilizers on all shapes of stressed regions. Finally, the algorithm outputs an optimized
route covering all the stressed regions and spray points. The tasks of administering pesticides and
fertilizer, when done by traditional means, take a lot of time and are not efficient processes. However,
by using the proposed method, the task of administering fertilizer and pesticide can be completed in a
shorter time frame, with optimum resources and with a high level of accuracy.

5. Challenges

This section deals with the challenges and hurdles associated with the UAVs and discusses the
future work scope, conclusion and recommendations. There are numerous challenges associated with
UAVs which will be the main focus before delivering the application part for the optimal path and
route. The first challenge is the usage of drones as they are more difficult to control as they move
rapidly in all possible directions, and they can be difficult to control in adverse weather conditions,
such as rain or high wind turbulence. However, most drones now come with automated navigation
software that enables autonomous flight, requiring no input from the user apart from route instructions.
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The UAV’s size and weight are also challenges to the user, along with their operational flight time,
which depend upon the battery being used. Drones have a limited battery capacity; therefore, they have
a short time flight. To compensate for this, larger batteries can be used which makes them more
expensive. UAVs also cannot carry a heavy load; therefore, they would need to be refilled with inputs
and their batteries recharged before flying again. Therefore, the resupply trips should be incorporated
into the route planning, depending on the type of input being administered and size of the field.
Drones also require a large memory for storing and processing high resolution spectral images. Drone
operations are heavily regulated by most governments and require a license to be operated in certain
regions and places due to security and safety issues. Along with challenges in the hardware, there
exist some challenges with the software too, despite the presence of a large number of open-source
libraries for the implementation of software and availability of affordable graphical processing units
(GPUs). Irrespective of the above-mentioned challenges, UAVs are widely used by overcoming these
challenges, somehow, either by using a short flight duration, low spectral resolution data (not acquiring
hyperspectral data) or by spending money on expensive batteries to operate over large land holdings.

6. Future Work

This section deals with future research directions. In this paper, a simple method of fertilizer
and pesticide application by drone has been discussed which automates the process of identification
and application of fertilizer automatically, without any need for human decision-making and manual
labor. This paper used only one of the many vegetative indexes available in the research literature
for finding stressed regions with a deficiency of a particular nutrient. The future work of this paper
could be the integration of various kinds of vegetative indices which indicate various kinds of nutrient
deficiencies. These deficiencies could be used to predict the overall health of the crop. This paper
proposes a method for spraying only one fertilizer at a time, but the method could be developed so
that multiple fertilizers and pesticides could be sprayed onto the stressed region, thus improving
the process efficiency and reducing the cost. This would result in a reduction in the number of steps
which need to be taken to find and rectify each deficient nutrient, while a centralized system could be
developed to address all the deficiencies with a single spray of fertilizers/pesticides. As agricultural
machines spend a significant part of their time on non-productive operations, with more time spent on
turns and repetitions, the technique described will help to reduce these non-productive operations.

This paper focused on administering an equal amount of fertilizer to the stressed region irrespective
of the degree of nutrient deficiency. However, ideally, there should be a focus on applying the fertilizer
based on the degree of fertilizer and nutrient deficiency. Therefore, a novel method will be much needed
in the future which can administer fertilizer based on the degree of deficiency of fertilizers in respect
to volume requirement. This method could lead to the development of more sophisticated software,
with which farmers can estimate their total revenue and losses due to the stressed regions. This could
be done by integrating various kinds of real-time global prices and real-time sensor data with the yield
prediction data obtained through the drone. Another future scope is the usage of artificial intelligence
which is being used in a wide range of complex tasks, ranging from speech processing to self-driving
cars and, more recently, in geospatial applications (remote sensing and geographical information
systems). Many artificial intelligence applications are currently being researched and developed to
use hyperspectral data for prediction of the yield and health of crops. These data could be used for
PA activities and would help in increasing the agricultural crop yields and income. Autonomous
UAVs have great potential to exploit agricultural applications to improve and enhance crop yields
and productivity, with improved accuracy in spraying route and higher time efficiency, as well proper
coverage. This applicability can be applied to other research domains as well, such as forestry, ocean and
defense. Another suitable application could be the use of this method for extinguishing forest fires that
could be detected by UAVs. This method can help to timely extinguish fires and prevent them from
spreading using optimal route calculation and maintaining the route of interest by not deviating from
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optimum path. With the more advanced development of UAVs which are capable of lifting higher loads,
this method can be used for precision irrigation so that the optimum amount of water can be used.

7. Conclusions and Recommendations

The paper discussed the results, challenges and future scopes of the methodology for using UAVs
in precision agriculture. The results demonstrated the advantages of using TSP algorithms for UAVs
within agricultural plots to reduce associated costs with labor and fertilizer spraying. This paper
described a method by which automated UAVs can be used efficiently in providing inputs, such as
pesticides and fertilizers, for precision agriculture. The method uses optimal points and route to
provide these inputs to the stressed regions of the farm, thus covering the entire agricultural area using
optimal amounts of inputs over a minimal distance and in minimum time. These optimal outcomes
are generated from TSP-based algorithms and Voronoi diagrams implemented on spectral images
acquired through UAVs. The spectral images are employed to locate and assess the stressed regions
in large landholdings, using a spectral indices-based application (for details, refer to [33]). A few
recommendations for future work using UAVs for PA applications that can be used by farmers to
enhance crop yields (prevent crop damage) have also been given. Some of the recommendation points
are listed below:

- Employ a combination of spectral indices or thermal indices to assess the stress regions in terms
of soil moisture, nutrient deficiency and disease condition.

- Employ any techniques or methods to assess the stressed regions which employ accurate methods
and applications for the above.

- Utilize route planning and an optimal path that can be used in any field shape and size.
- Implement an optimal path and route for other agricultural applications, such as pesticides

and insecticides.
- Implement these techniques while sowing the seeds, effectively and in proper rows.
- Use advanced techniques of calculating an optimal path and route during harvesting to manage

large landholdings to make it cost effective and time-saving.

Implementation of the points outlined above would greatly improve the productivity of large
landholdings and farms while decreasing the need for manual labor and repetitive concerns for
stressed point location through remote sensing application instead of knowledge-based field visiting
information. In this paper, we concluded with a key recommendation to employ UAVs to find an
optimized route to completely cover stressed areas efficiently and without wastage of input resources
during the spraying process which is tackled with the TSP solving technique. However, there is a need
for evolving much more efficient algorithms for a true sense of PA in a sustainable way to meet the
future requirements of PA.
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